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The American Association for the Advancement of Science: Preliminary Announcement of the Fifth Boston Meeting: Dr. Henry B. Ward ...................................................... 487

The Scientific Quotations: That day, be area, will large session, importance, will be held. All the fifteen sections and a large number of associated and affiliated societies will meet at this time.

The institutions welcoming the association are Harvard University, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Simmons College, Boston University, Boston College, Northeastern University, Tufts College, Wellesley College and Weston College. Thus the colleges and universities in the whole metropolitan area will participate as hosts to the visiting scientists, although for general convenience the section sessions will be held in Cambridge in the lecture rooms at Harvard and at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Hotel Headquarters

General headquarters for the association, including sections, will be at the Hotel Statler. Rates quoted for rooms, single occupancy, with bath, are $3.50; double occupancy, $5.50 to $6.00. Since not all can be accommodated at the Hotel Statler, a large number of the other Boston hotels in the vicinity of
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Special Articles:

Effects of Environmental Conditions on Longevity: Lester Ingle. Artificially Induced Crossing-over in Males of Drosophila melanogaster: Dr. Heinrich Friesen. The Action of Ammonia on Phenols: Professor Benjamin Harrow, I. M. Chameleon and Harry Wagleich .................. 511
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